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Melissa Norton MD, Editor In Chief
_BMC Gastroenterology_

RE: Authors: Jeffrey K Lee, Erik J Groessl, Theodore G Ganiats and Samuel B Ho
Title: Cost-Effectiveness of a Mailed Educational Reminder to Increase Colorectal Cancer Screening
Journal: BMC Gastroenterology
MS: 5280361974641969

Dear Dr. Norton,

We have re-submitted our manuscript with the formatting changes as requested. These include placing the tables in the manuscript instead of additional files and correcting the order of Tables 3 and 4. I hope we have met the formatting guidelines and apologize for any inconvenience and delay. Again, we thank you for allowing us to re-submit our revised version of our manuscript. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns regarding the revisions or reformatting issues.

Sincerely,

Samuel B. Ho, M.D.
Section Chief, Gastroenterology, VASDHS
Professor of Medicine
University of California, San Diego
samuel.ho2@va.gov